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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone says names:SJ: Intro+context (30 seconds)Today we are going to talk about a student-led course that was born out of student organizing in the wake of a school year riddled with anti-black violence and racism;Kendrick Lamar’s song, Alright, which has become an anthem in the Black Lives Matter movement, inspired the name of our course: “We gon’ be alright: Addressing anti-black violence as a public health crisis” – a student led course grounded in an intersectional approach to inform public health praxis in the department of Community Health Sciences in the UCLA Fielding School of Public Health 



An experimental “pilot” class

Two related classes

Student-led class 

Class for student teachers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GilI’m honored to be here today to share a bit about what began as a pilot class in our department at UCLA. We have a fairly typical MPH curriculum that includes training in program planning and evaluation, theory, biostats and the rest. But, we had no venue to allow students to become teachers in their own right. Thus, the class we’ll talk about today was an experiment, as no student-initiated, student-led classes were ever offered in our program before.Structurally, we created 2 classes. One class led by student-teachers, several of whom are up here now. They developed the class, including all of the topics, exercises, and everything else. It was truly their brain-child.  They taught the class to other students who came not only from within our school, but across the university. The second class was for the student teachers themselves. This class allowed to us talk about educational theories, debrief about the class sessions, and also do any troubleshooting over the quarter.So now, without further ado, I’m going to turn this mic over to the student leaders who taught the class. They’ll tell you a bit more about what led up to the class, what they did, and the outcomes that followed. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marisol: This slide is an attempt to contextualize the trajectory leading up to the creation of CHSGRJ and our class, We Gon’ Be Alright. Our school year began at the heels of the murders of Mike Brown, Eric Garner, and civil unrest at a national scale. We then proceeded to move through the year in classrooms that spoke to program planning and evaluation, health policies, biostatistics, and epidemiology, yet this anti-Black violence, illustrated on this timeline (which is not exhaustive) was never centered in our discussions. And as the school year ended, the Charleston Massacre happened.Because of technology and the ability to document anti-Black violence that has been happening forever, the world no longer could look away and pretend these events were isolated incidents or simply, that violence steeped in racism was a thing of the past, yet our department leaders and the dean of our school were silent.



Disruption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MarisolWhat began as a group of students emailing about the absurdity of this silence became CHSGRJ. The driving force behind this collaboration was a belief that the silence of our school undermined the value of the Black lives lost, it undermined our collective belief that both Black lives matter, as public health practitioners that Black health matters, and that this silence reduced those who lost their lives to simply names, numbers, or victims and ignored their humanity and the multidimensionality of their person and their membership in their communities and within their families.The foundation of CHSGRJ is rooted in love with a fundamental belief that public health should be a verb, and that without action the urgent issues of anti-Black violence and racism, and centering this in our training and our education, we are not practicing public health, we are not practicing community health science, and we certainly are not affirming or contributing in a way that ensures justice, liberation and peace for Black lives. With that, our organizing was an effort to achieve just that and to state loud and clear that Black lives matter.Our passion and frustration and sorrow manifested in a student led course And collectively, for us, this was a form of protest and disruption of the status quo (maybe explain



CHSGRJ Course Format
• Spring 2016
• 8 Community Health Science 

Grad Student Facilitators
• 14 Community Health Sciences 

Grad Students
• Class Topics

• Historical Legacies
• Intersect ionality/Crit ical Race Theory
• Police Brutality & Public Health
• Violence & Incarcerat ion 
• Reproduct ive Just ice
• Built  

Environment/Housing/Employment
• Food Just ice/Nutrit ion/Chronic 

Disease
• Tools for Pract ice & Praxis
• Strategies for Change
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SJOn this slide, you can see an overview of our course:-The course was led and facilitated by 8 community health science graduate students - all of us organizers in the development of CHS grads for racial justice. - There were a total of 14 community health science grad students enrolled in the class- The format of the course was built around a peer-to-peer learning environment; where both facilitators and students engaged in mutual teaching and learning. - The facilitators of the course took the lead in areas where they previous work and advocacy experience.- When considering class topics, we intentionally organized the class around addressing structural inequities that impact the social determinants of health, with an emphasis on anti-black violence and racism. It was essential to use that we had an intersectional approach to the topics we addressed in the class.- We wanted to have a comprehensive course and what we landed on was grounding the class in the social determinants of health, in the context of anti-black violence and grounded in an intersectional framework. - Both intersectionality and Critical Race Theory were used as frameworks to guide our course topics, activities and conversations- As you can see from the slide, we explored the PH impacts of anti-black racism and violence through the following topics: the historical legacies of anti-black racism in the US; critical race theory; police brutality, violence and incarceration; reproductive justice; the built environment and housing; and food justice and nutrition- Students were asked to submit reflection papers focusing on a current topic related to racism as a public health crisis. This gave students in the class an opportunity to apply various theories, concepts, and models from a range of social and behavioral disciplines that are used in critical public health research and practice. One of the most powerful activities in the class included , asking students to create conceptual models that trace and explain the fundamental causes of a health disparity of their choosing. Students were able to identify how historical, social, and community factors play a role in both the onset and solution of public health problems.- By reviewing literature and case studies, students acquired the knowledge and language to engage in dialogue about racism’s impact on health. Students practiced how to respond, as public health practitioners, to common misconceptions and debates on anti-black violence, and trace their arguments back to public health -- a skill that students expressed a need for.- Finally, several of the interventions we studied and analyzed were grounded in participatory and community-led initiatives, that emphasized the strengths and assets of vulnerable communities - This was essential to our course pedagogy given the sorted history of public health and medicine in exploiting vulnerable communities and utilizing top-down approaches.



Course Outcomes
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“I really wanted to learn about how, as a 
future public health professional, I can think 
about these issues in practice.”

“I want to be able to articulate racial issues in an 
academic and non-academic setting”

“I hope to...be able to better understand the 
issues surrounding race, racism, and violence. I 
would like to better articulate and engage with 
others to have meaningful and insightful 
conversations”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ElidaThe qualitative data is from an exercise we did at the beginning of the course, when we asked students, ‘what do you hope to gain from this class?’ (Read quotes)What students articulated they hoped to gain matched up with our class objectives. The facilitators intentionally focused on incorporating tools and practical skills as part of the curriculum. On the right side of the slide, you’ll see the results of the quantitative data analyzing the pre and post surveys given to the students.The top graph shows the responses to the question, “I am equipped with the tools to address racism in my public health practice” on a scale from 1 to 5, 1 being “not equipped at all’ and 5 being “well equipped”As you can see on the graph, 90% of students responded that they felt ‘not equipped at all’ or ‘neutral’ on the pre-test. However, in the post-test, approximately 90% of students answered that they felt ‘equipped’ or ‘well equipped’ with the tools to address racism in their public health practice.The graph on the bottom asked students how comfortable they were discussing how anti-black racism contributes to health disparities. Initially, 50% of students responded that they were either “not comfortable” or “neutral,” in the post eval 100% of students replied that they were either “comfortable” or “very comfortable” discussing how anti-black racism contributes to health disparities. These outcomes indicate increased self-efficacy by the students in articulating and tackling issues of racism as future public health practitioners. 



Course Impact
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● Created a safe space for students to discuss issues 
of  race/racism and explore real-world 
implications.

● Manifestation of student activism.

● Model for collaborative student learning, opposing 
the traditional hierarchy of knowledge often found 
in academia. 

● Inspired the creation of more student led courses.

● Allocation of funds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elida:When we formed the class we weren’t sure what outcomes we would be able to achieve. We see this course as a manifestation of fierce student activism which lead to an incredible opportunity for collaborative student learning. By initiating the first ever student-led course in our public health school and more specifically our program, we inserted a new model of learning which challenged the normal power dynamics of teaching. We believe that by having student facilitators we were able to create an environment that allowed for courageous conversations between students; allowing new forms of knowledge production to emerge between peers. For example, during our class, some of the students had expressed how silenced they had felt in other courses -- that when professors would discuss ‘vulnerable communities’ as we considered public health interventions, they would disregard students in the class who were from those same communities, and the knowledge and expertise they could offer.Additionally, much of our public health training has been grounded in deficit thinking about the vulnerable communities we work with -- what these communities lack, the ways in which they’re diseased, and the tendency to consistently frame minority communities as disadvantaged. As we developed our course, we took seriously assets-based approach for the communities we work with, which allowed us to explore and celebrate the strengths and resilience of communities. Having a class called, ‘We Gon’ Be Alright: Addressing Anti-black violence and Racism as a Public Health Crisis’ adds to the validity and worth of anti-racist work. It also proves that the classroom space can be flexible if we allow it to and it can evolve to meet the needs of students. However, this placement of worth is dangerous because it  creates a hierarchy of knowledge and narrows the meaning of data which is counter-intuitive to the goals of the movement. We were cognizant of this limitation of this format and made sure to highlight and respect the lived experience of students and actively challenge what we see as acceptable data.We are proud that the creation of our course has had a lasting impact in the department. The year after our class another student created a similar course with a focus on immigration. This year we were notified that the Diversity Committee was allocating funds to pay students for creating similar courses. These actions reflect the need and value-add student-led courses contribute to academic institutions. 



Thank you to Dr. Chandra Ford, Danielle Dupuy, Keith Knight, Ashley Lewis, Amelia Fey-
Berquist , Sally Saleh, Saron Selasie, Nicole Garcia and Delta Omega
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